
EYE COLOR 

Eye Color Formulas 

Mineral Eye Color has skin-loving benefits and is versatile to wear alone, as an eyeliner or combined with cream eye color. It's long-

lasting, fade-resistant, crease-resistant and includes antioxidants. 

Cream Eye Color is long-wearing (up to 10 hours), waterproof and can be worn alone or as a primer with mineral eye color. Its lightweight formu-

la makes it easy to wear and is great for new makeup users. 

Eye Color Shades 

Neutrals work anywhere on the eyes and are perfect for blending to create looks with dimension.  

 

Deep and dark shades work best as accent colors in eye creases, along lashlines and for smoky eye 
effects.  

 

Light and shimmery shades are great for highlighting inner corners of eyes and along brow bones or 
blended with other colors for illuminating effects.  

 

Vibrant shades add a fun touch to eye color and can be worn all over eyelids or just as accents.  

 

Balanced shades are great for a seamless look. When in doubt, stick to one bold color and mix it with 
neutrals for color balance. Then, blend, blend, blend.  

For Green Eyes 
Light neutral browns, creams and vibrant purples.  

For Brown Eyes 
Neutral browns, creams and rich chocolates as well as pops 

of blues and purples.  

For Blue Eyes 
Rich, deep browns and neutral pinks and creams.  

For Hazel Eyes 
Grays, reddish browns, light neutrals, greens and 

lavenders  

Based on your Eye Color 



4 Ways to Wear a NEW Eye Color 

As a Wash of Color 

Apply eye color lightly from lashline to brow bone. Use theMary Kay® Eye 

Color Brush for mineral eye color and theMary Kay® Cream Eye Color/

Concealer Brush† for cream eye color. Blend a very small amount across 

the eyelid, starting in the middle of the eyelid and sweeping across, back 

As an Accent 

Apply a neutral eye color or a shade you are comfortable with as a base 
from lashlines to brow bones. Then apply the new eye color just to the 
crease of the eye, using the Mary Kay® Eye Crease Brush. Starting from 
the outer edges of the eye crease, sweep a light layer inward. Then 
blend the two shades together, using theMary Kay® Eye Color Brush.  

As an Eyeliner 

Apply neutral eye color shades or shades you are comfortable with as 
usual. Then, using the Mary Kay® Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush, apply the 
new mineral eye color shade to the upper and lower lashline and 

As a Dramatic Finish 

Apply a new shade for a smoky eye look. Contrary to popular belief, you 
can use almost any shade for a smoky eye look, not just black.  

Application Tip: It's OK to play. Keep in mind that whatever eye makeup you apply can easily be removed in a blink 
with Mary Kay® Oil-Free Eye Makeup Remover.  

Easy Eye Color Effects 

MAKE EYES LOOK BIGGER by using a shimmery eye color as a base over entire eyelids. Focus darker eye color to the outer 

third of the eyes, blending it a little past the outermost edges of the eyes. Extend eyeliner a little past the outer edges of the lash-

lines. 

MAKE EYES LOOK BRIGHTER by applying a shimmer white shade, such as Crystalline mineral eye color, to the brow bones and 

eyelids. Wrap the color around the inner corners of the eyes to the inner third of the lower lashlines. 



Basic Eye Looks 

One-Shade Application 

 

 

 

 

Step1 
Apply Truffle mineral eye color with the Mary Kay® Eye Color Brush starting at the lashline and blend to just 

above the crease, intensifying it as necessary to define the eye shape. 

step2  

Apply Deep Brown or Black eyeliner to upper lashline and soften by applying Truffle mineral eye color over 

eyeliner with the Mary Kay®Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush. 

step3  

Then apply Truffle to lower lashlines with the Mary Kay®Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush. Use the Mary Kay® Eye 

Smudger Brush to blend the top and bottom lashline. 

step4 
 Finish with your choice of Mary Kay® mascara. 



Two-Shade Application 

 

 

 

 

step1 

 Apply Sweet Cream mineral eye color to entire eyelids as a base with the Mary Kay® Eye Color Brush. 

step2 

 Blend Chocolate Kiss mineral eye color from lashline to just above the crease with the Mary Kay® Eye Crease Brush, intensifying color in the outer cor-

ner of the eye. Also apply Chocolate Kiss to lower lashline with the Mary Kay® Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush. 

 

step3 

 Apply Black eyeliner to upper lashline and soften with the Mary Kay®Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush. 

 

step4 

 Finish with your choice of Mary Kay® mascara. 

"For the basic eye look, I like to concentrate on these essentials: universally flattering colors, soft eyeliner to bring out the eyes and 
beautiful eyelashes."- Luis Casco, Mary Kay Global Makeup Artist  



 

 

 

 

 

 

The Natural Eye 

This beautifully subdued look works perfectly for professional events, such as job interviews or presentations. 

step1 

 Apply Spun Silk mineral eye color all over the eyelid with your fingertip. The warmth of the fingertip helps the eye color look creamy 

and not too sparkly. 

step2 

 Add depth by applying Espresso mineral eye color along the upper and lower lashline with the Mary Kay® Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush, 

making sure to apply it thicker to the outer corner of the eyes. Then blend with the Mary Kay® Eye Smudger Brush to create a smoky 

effect. Repeat until you get the desired intensity. 

step3 

 Sweep any color that's left on the brush across the eye crease to add a little drama. 

step4  

Finish with a coat of Mary Kay® Lash Love® Mascara in I ♥ black. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bright Eye 

Perfect for weddings and special daytime events, this look make eyes sparkle. 

step1  

Apply Moonstone mineral eye color all over the eyelid with theMary Kay® Eye Color Brush. Concentrate on the inner corner of the 

eyes as well as right on the brow bone. 

step2  

Apply Silver Satin mineral eye color from lashline to just above the crease of the eyes and along the lower lashline as close to the 

lash base as possible. The metallic flecks add reflective light to the eyes. 

step3  

Add Steely eyeliner on the upper lashline. Use the Mary Kay® Eye Smudger Brush to soften, and then reapply eyeliner as needed to 

deepen the look. 

step4  

Apply two coats of Mary Kay® Ultimate Mascara™ in Black. 

step5  

Apply the Mary Kay® Facial Highlighting Pen as a finishing touch to the inner corner of the eyes. 

step6  

Blend Crystalline mineral eye color with the Mary Kay® Eye Crease Brush along the inner corner of the eyes for an even stronger 

brightening effect. 



Eyeliner 

Line and Define 

Thick or thin. Gel, pencil or powder. Everyday or dramatic application. Eyeliner is a versatile, fun and easy way to experiment 

with color. 

Easy Eyeliner Application 

Draw a line across the lashlines (upper or lower) in the thickness desired. An easy way to do this is to 

draw short interconnecting lines across the lashlines instead of continuous lines. Then you can connect 

Tip: For eyes with vanishing eyelids, which are common in Asian women, apply a lighter shade of eyeliner or eye color to the lower lashline 

to help eyes appear more open. 

Three Ways to Line Eyes 
1. Pencil = Defined linePencils create a defined line so you have flexibility to draw a thick or thin line. They also have intense color 

pigment so the color will be rich when applied. 

2. Gel = Dramatic line For precise lining that can be more dramatic, gel eyeliner is an easy way to achieve the look you want. You can 

add a winged tip on the edge for a cat eye look by gently ticking up the line at the outer edge. 

3. Mineral Eye Color = Blended lineUsing the Mary Kay® Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush, you can apply any 

shade of mineral eye color as eyeliner. You also can blend mineral eye colors over other eyeliner 

Tip: You may find it useful to draw your line in pencil and trace over the same line with gel eyeliner. 

You can keep eye makeup remover nearby with a cotton swab to gently remove any mistakes. It's best 

to not apply gel eyeliner on the lower lashlines, as it can make eyes look narrow. Instead, line the lower 

lashlines with a pencil, mineral eye color or let the lower lashlines go without eyeliner altogether. 

For a fresh, natural look, line only the upper lashline. 

http://content2.marykayintouch.com/content/ProductCentral/Education/ColorConfident/en-US/Eyeliner.html#accordionOne
http://content2.marykayintouch.com/content/ProductCentral/Education/ColorConfident/en-US/Eyeliner.html#accordionTwo


Lashes 

Beauty in a Blink 

Great lashes get noticed! They're feminine, flirty and, most of all, 

Build Your Best Lashes 
Everyone can benefit from Mary Kay® Lash & Brow Building Serum®, especially those customers with brows or lashes that look thin 

or sparse.  To Apply: Before you catch up on your beauty sleep, apply to clean lashes along the lashlines. See results in just 30 

Get Primed 
Priming lashes helps give them a more voluminous look when paired with mascara. Plus, clear formulas, such as Mary Kay® Lash 

Primer, can be worn alone as a clear mascara.  To Apply: Apply 

Pick Your Perfect Mascara 
To complete your eye look, pick your mascara based on the finished result you want. 

  

 Definition 

 Mary Kay® Lash Love® MascaraDefines, defends and delivers four times the volume. 

 Volume 

 Mary Kay® Ultimate Mascara™Bigger, bolder lashes with extreme volume. 

 Lengthening 

 Mary Kay® Lash Love® Lengthening™ MascaraLong, strong, seriously separated lashes. 

 Waterproof 

 Mary Kay® Lash Love® Waterproof MascaraHolds up to sweat, rain, tears, humidity, and pool and salt water. 

To Apply: Curl lashes first, holding the lash curler near the base of the lashline and gently squeeze for 10 to 20 seconds. Apply mascara by 
placing the brush as close to the base of the lashline as possible. Gently wiggle the brush back and forth while moving it toward end of lash-

es. Repeat. 

Through Thick and Thin:To help improve the appearance of sparse lashes, apply black eyeliner as close to the lashlines as possible, even 
working in between lashes. Then use the Mary Kay® Eye Smudger Brush to blend the lines. This will make the lashline appear thicker. Apply 

Mary Kay® Lash Primer and Mary Kay® mascara. 

EXPERT EXTRA 

Never pump the mascara wand in its tube! This can dry out your 

mascara. Instead, swirl the wand in the tube to get more mascara 

on the wand. Also, remember to replace any mascara after about 

three months of use for best results. 

http://content2.marykayintouch.com/content/ProductCentral/Education/ColorConfident/en-US/Lashes.html#accordionOne
http://content2.marykayintouch.com/content/ProductCentral/Education/ColorConfident/en-US/Lashes.html#accordionTwo
http://content2.marykayintouch.com/content/ProductCentral/Education/ColorConfident/en-US/Lashes.html#accordionThree


Dramatic Eye Looks 

SELLING TIP 
Let your customers know they don't have to feel limited to charcoals and grays when creating a smoky eye look. Almost any color can be applied 

with this technique. Beautiful blues, purples and even browns can look smoldering. 

The Updated Smoky Eye 
For evening or anytime you want to go dramatic, try this new take on the smoky eye look. 

step1 

Apply Peacock Blue or any deep blue mineral eye color to entire eyelid with the Mary Kay® Eye Color Brush and to the lower                                                                

lashline using the Mary Kay® Eyeliner/ Eyebrow Brush. 

step2 

Line lower and upper lashline with Black eyeliner. 

step3 

Set the eyeliner with Coal mineral eye color using the Mary Kay® Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush, and blend with the Peacock Blue 

mineral eye color. 

step4 

Highlight the brow bone using Sweet Cream mineral eye color. 

step5 

Finish with Mary Kay® Ultimate Mascara™ in Black. 

Play this look up! 

Add Steely eyeliner to the upper lashline. 

Tone this look down! 

For a more subdued look, use a chocolate brown eye color, such as Truffle, instead of blue. 



The Colorfully Fun Eye 

This eye look is easy to apply and the vibrant shades make it fun to wear! 

step1 
Apply Crystalline mineral eye color all over eyelid with the Mary Kay® Eye Color Brush. 

step2 
Apply Gold Coast mineral eye color with a tapping motion with the Mary Kay® Eye Color Brush from lashlines to the crease. 

Even though it's a powder, this application makes it easier to "pack" the color right on the eyelids. The goal is maximum gold 

shine. 

step3 
Next, apply Peacock Blue mineral eye color in the crease, starting heavy at the outer corner and blending in. Start with a line 

almost at the crease and blend from there. Blend and then blend again! Use the Mary Kay® Eye Color Brush and blend well. 

step4 
To finish, apply Azure mineral eye color along the lower lashline with the Mary Kay® Eyeliner/Eyebrow Brush. 

"The key to this colorful eye look is to blend well." - Luis Casco, Mary Kay Global Makeup Artist 

step5 
Then add a bit of Peacock Blue mineral eye color right at the corner and blend into Azure mineral eye color. This adds depth 

and brings all the colors together beautifully. 

step6 
Apply Jet Black gel eyeliner. Begin with a very thin line at the inner eye corners and widen to a thicker line at the outer cor-

ners. You can wing the gel eyeliner up slightly at the outer corners for even more drama. 

step7 
Finish with a coat of Mary Kay® Ultimate Mascara™ in Black. 

Play this look up! 

For a twist, add Midnight Star mineral eye color along the upper lashlines for a colorful effect before applying Jet Black gel eyeliner. 

Tone this look down!  

Apply only Crystalline, Gold Coast and Azure with the above steps. Skip the gel eyeliner. 


